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Aminities Provided to The Staff 

At our respected institution, our faculty members' welfare, comfort, and convenience are central 

to our mission of creating an environment that nurtures professional growth and academic excellence. 

The amenities we provide are more than mere facilities; they represent our comprehensive support 

system for our academic staff: 

1. Transportation Facilities: 

Acknowledging the vital role that a stress-free commute plays in the daily lives of our faculty, we 

offer complimentary bus services for local staff within Tadepalligudem town. Additionally, staff from 

other locations benefit from a 50% concession, ensuring ease and efficiency in their daily travel. This 

commitment resonates with our dedication to facilitating our faculty members' professional and 

personal lives. 
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2. Accommodation Services: 

Offering free accommodation in the hostel is more than a convenience; it symbolizes our 

institution's commitment to supporting faculty who dedicate themselves to academic pursuits. These 

well-equipped facilities ensure that our faculty have comfortable living arrangements close to their 

workplace, thus strengthening our community bonds. 
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3. Refreshment Provisions: 

We recognize the importance of small breaks in a demanding academic environment and 

provide tea during the Forenoon (FN) and Afternoon (AN) sessions. These refreshment breaks 

encourage informal interactions, camaraderie, and staff collaboration, thereby enhancing our 

campus's collegial atmosphere. 

 

4. Sports and Fitness Facilities: 

Our Indore Stadium and Gymnasium, accessible not only during college hours but also 

afterward, stand as a testament to our belief in the well-rounded development of our faculty. 

Physical well-being complements intellectual growth, and these facilities provide a platform for 

recreation, fitness, and personal growth, reinforcing our holistic approach to faculty welfare. 
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Together, these amenities form an integral part of our institutional fabric, emphasizing our 

continuous commitment to fostering an environment that values, supports, and encourages the 

multi-dimensional growth of our faculty. Through careful consideration and understanding of their 

needs, we have created a space that enhances the academic experience, motivates collaboration, and 

builds a sense of community and belonging. 


